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A B S T R A C T

The unsteady flow around a travelling vehicle induces fluctuating aerodynamic loads. Automotive manufac-
turers usually set targets on the time-averaged lift forces to ensure good straight-line stability performance at
high speeds. These targets are generally sufficient in preventing unstable vehicle designs. Yet, small changes
in averaged values occasionally yield unexpectedly large differences in the stability performance, indicating
that the changes in averaged normal loads cannot solely explain these differences. The unsteady aerodynamic
effects on driving stability are, therefore, an interesting topic to study. The objective of the present work is
to investigate the differences in wake dynamics and fluctuating aerodynamic loads for two variants of a roof
spoiler on a sports utility vehicle: a baseline that was known to cause stability issues and an improved design
which resolved them. The vehicle designs were investigated using accurate time-resolved CFD simulations for
a set of crosswind conditions. The unsteady aerodynamic response was coupled to a vehicle dynamics model to
analyse the resulting impact on driving stability. It was shown that in crosswinds the baseline spoiler, contrary
to the improved spoiler, has bi-stable wake dynamics that induce lift force fluctuations at frequencies close to
the 1st natural frequency of the rear suspension.
1. Introduction

Customers expect a high level of perceived control and stability in
modern passenger vehicles. The automotive industry needs to fulfil this
while still striving towards high-efficiency vehicles with low aerody-
namic drag. This requires interdisciplinary understanding of coupled
aerodynamic and vehicle dynamic driving stability. While aerodynamic
loads increase quadratically with vehicle speed, the vehicle dynamic
yaw damping is reduced making vehicles more sensitive at high speeds.
The correlation between the straight-line driving stability performance
and the aerodynamic lift forces is well-known in the automotive in-
dustry (Schuetz, 2015). When developing new passenger vehicles, the
time-averaged aerodynamic lift coefficients are often used for target
setting. The aerodynamic lift forces influence the tyre normal loads
which affect the cornering stiffness and thus the vehicle dynamic han-
dling. Buchheim et al. (1985) used the static stability index, introduced
by Milliken et al. (1976), to show that a positive front-to-rear lift
balance

(

𝐶𝑙𝑓 − 𝐶𝑙𝑟
)

increases the stability of the vehicle. This was later
confirmed in studies by Windsor and Le Good (1993) and Howell and
Le Good (1999). The subjective high speed stability ratings from on-
road experiments correlated well with the aerodynamic lift balance
of the vehicles, where higher front-to-rear lift balance correlated with

∗ Corresponding author at: Department of Mechanics and Maritime Sciences, Chalmers University of Technology, Gothenburg 41296, Sweden.
E-mail address: adam.brandt@chalmers.se (A. Brandt).

better stability ratings (Howell and Le Good, 1999). This knowledge
has since been used by the automotive industry to indicate potential
stability problems during development and requirements are usually set
on the aerodynamic lift forces at each axle and the balance between the
two. Nevertheless, there are experiences where small changes in time-
averaged lift forces have an effect on the stability performance which
is more significant than what can be solely explained by the change in
normal loads. This indicates that important information is lost when
averaging the forces.

More recently, Okada et al. (2009) showed correlation between the
transient aerodynamic flow structures and the on-road subjective as-
sessment of a vehicle. Kawakami et al. (2015) correlated the subjective
assessment to the roll and yaw moment fluctuations and showed that
the fluctuations could be reduced by using a roof-side spoiler design
and delta-winglet vortex generators mounted on the sides at the rear
of the vehicle. The vortex generators were evaluated subjectively on
a test vehicle, where improvements in driving stability were noted. A
similar numerical study used a methodology based on DMD (dynamic
mode decomposition) to find geometrical improvements for reducing
the pitching moment fluctuations at 1.2Hz (Matsumoto et al., 2019),
a problematic frequency since it lies close to the pitching mode of the
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Fig. 1. Rendered images of the vehicle, the baseline spoiler (blue) and the improved spoiler (red), used in this study. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
suspension system in a typical passenger vehicle (≈1.0 − 1.5Hz). The
fluctuations were successfully reduced by adding new design solutions
at the rear-side spoiler, under the vehicle and at the front wheels.
These studies indicate that the aerodynamic load fluctuations influence
the vehicles’ stability performance and that clever design solutions can
reduce these fluctuations.

In Brandt et al. (2020), the authors reported that the frequency
of events with poor stability performance increased when driving in
crosswind conditions. Hence, optimising the aerodynamic design for
ideal conditions without crosswind can lead to poor stability perfor-
mance when the vehicle is subjected to yawed flow conditions. On-road
measurements have shown that the relative flow angle typically varies
between ±10 deg for a vehicle travelling on the highway (Wojciak,
2012; Theissen, 2012; Lawson et al., 2008; Jessing et al., 2020). Fur-
thermore, the turbulence intensity (𝑇 𝐼) is generally much higher on
the road, with typical values of 2% to 10% compared to <1% in
conventional wind tunnels (Wordley and Saunders, 2008, 2009; Lawson
et al., 2008; Cooper and Watkins, 2007). Optimising the design of a
vehicle for low drag in these two different turbulence intensity flows
has been shown to yield different optimum designs of the backlight
angle (Watkins and Cooper, 2007). Thus, a broader range of flow
conditions should be considered during aerodynamic development to
ensure robust aerodynamic vehicle designs.

The aerodynamic load fluctuations on a bluff body, such as a
passenger vehicle, are to a large extent determined by the dynamics
of the wake aft the body. Large unsteady wake motions will result in
significant load fluctuations. Furthermore, the shape of the wake can
indicate some aerodynamic characteristics of the vehicle, such as a
higher rear lift for a down-wash dominated wake versus an up-wash
dominated wake. Urquhart et al. (2020) found that optimising the roof
and side angles for low drag on a simplified vehicle geometry (Windsor
model) resulted in a vertically balanced wake that is neither up-wash
nor down-wash dominated. Interestingly, simplified geometries, such as
the Windsor and Ahmed body, with presumably balanced wakes have
shown to have bi-stable wake dynamics, where the wake randomly
switches between two asymmetrical but mirrored states (Grandemange
et al., 2013, 2015). The aspect ratio of the base determines the orienta-
tion of the bi-stability, where the wake state switches from left to right
for a broad base and top to bottom for a tall base (Grandemange et al.,
2013), also referred to as symmetry breaking modes (Bonnavion et al.,
2019). Nonetheless, these effects were quite sensitive since they dis-
appeared when subjecting the models to slight crosswind flows (Perry
et al., 2016; He et al., 2022). However, Meile et al. (2016) showed
that vertical wake bi-stability could occur in crosswind conditions when
adding a slanted rear windscreen angle of 35 deg to the Ahmed body.
For this geometry, the bi-stability only occurred at certain crosswind
conditions (Meile et al., 2016). This led to the reasoning that real
passenger vehicles with slanted rear windscreen angles could exhibit
wake bi-stabilities in crosswinds, which was confirmed in a study by
2

Bonnavion et al. (2017) investigating a hatchback vehicle. Similarly,
this vehicle geometry only exhibited the vertical switching between
wake states in a specific range of the relative flow angle. The wake data
difference between the states was not as evident as for the simplified
bodies, yet two statistically preferred vertical base pressure gradient
states were found. The two states were predominantly determined by
either an attached or detached flow over the rear windscreen in these
crosswind conditions (Bonnavion et al., 2017). Vertical wake multi-
stabilities have also been found in studies on light vans (Cadot et al.,
2016; Bonnavion et al., 2017, 2019).

The above suggests that only targeting the time-averaged aerody-
namic lift coefficient might not be enough to guarantee good straight-
line driving stability at high speeds. Therefore, understanding the
influence of unsteady aerodynamic loads on driving stability is essen-
tial in developing low-drag and stable passenger vehicles. This paper
investigates two design variants of the rear roof spoiler on a real sports
utility vehicle (SUV). Both spoilers have time-averaged lift coefficients
within the set requirements. Yet, the baseline spoiler (which was the
first suggested design) showed lower straight-line stability performance
at high speeds and has been used in a previous on-road study by the
authors (Brandt et al., 2020), while the improved spoiler, used in the
production version of the vehicle, solved all the high speed stability
issues. This study analyses how the wake dynamics differ between
spoilers, for multiple angles of the incoming flow, and investigates
how this influence the aerodynamic fluctuations, and consequently, the
vehicle dynamic handling and the driver’s perceived level of control
and stability.

2. Methodology

This section presents the vehicle geometry and the two roof spoiler
designs. The numerical simulation procedure, the mesh sensitivity anal-
ysis and the data post-processing are then described, followed by the
coupling between aerodynamics and vehicle dynamics.

2.1. Geometry

This study used a fully-detailed compact sports utility vehicle (SUV).
The test object is 4.51m in length, 1.60m in height, 1.86m in width,
has a wheel base of 2.73m and a track width of 1.60m. The vehicle
mass is 1845 kg, with 57% of the static load on the front axle. The
suspension system consisted of a MacPherson front suspension and a
4-link trailing arm rear suspension. Coil springs and passive dampers
control the system. The virtual model includes a detailed underbody
and engine bay, with 235/50 R19 tyres modelled as slicks. The model
and its two versions of the spoiler can be seen in Fig. 1. Compared to
the baseline, the improved spoiler has a more aggressive kick and it

features larger corner fillers between the spoiler and the D-pillar.
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Fig. 2. Top view of the computational domain with the inlet and outlet boundaries marked in blue and orange, respectively. The coordinate system and the relations between
the flow angle, 𝜓 , flow velocity, 𝑉mag, vehicle velocity, 𝑣𝑥, and lateral wind component, 𝑤𝑦, are also shown. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Table 1
Solver settings.

Turbulence model SBES SST k-𝜔
Sub-grid scale model Dynamic Smagorinsky model (DSM)
Pressure–velocity coupling Coupled
Gradient scheme Least Squares cell-based
Pressure discretisation Second-order
Momentum discretisation Bounded Central Difference
Turbulence discretisation Second-order
Temporal discretisation Bounded second-order implicit
Time step size 1.6 × 10−4 s
Inner iterations 4

2.2. Numerical setup

A constant vehicle velocity, 𝑣𝑥, of 160 km∕h was used. Fig. 2 visu-
alise the flow components, where the crosswind velocities, 𝑤𝑦, were
chosen to match the investigated flow angles, 𝜓 , of 0, 1.25, 2.5, 5
and 7.5 deg. These flow components (𝑣𝑥 and 𝑤𝑦) formed the boundary
conditions at the velocity inlets. Zero-pressure boundary conditions was
used at the outlets, opposite to the inlets. The roof had a zero-gradient
boundary condition while the ground was modelled as a moving wall
with the longitudinal velocity, 𝑣𝑥. The tyres had moving (rotating)
wall conditions while the rim rotations were modelled using moving
reference frames (MRFs). The domain size was sufficiently large to
avoid any effects from the inlet and outlet and had a blockage of less
than 0.4%. The length of the domain was 16.1𝑙, the width 8.9𝑙 and the
height 4.4𝑙, where 𝑙 is the vehicle length.

Scale-resolving simulations (SRS) using the stress-blended eddy sim-
ulation (SBES) turbulence model (Menter, 2018) with the SST k-𝜔 in
the RANS region and the dynamic Smagorinsky model (DSM) (Germano
et al., 1991) for the sub-grid scale modelling in the LES region were per-
formed with the commercial cell-centred finite volume solver ANSYS
Fluent (version 2021R2). The choice of the DSM was based on the
conclusions of Ekman et al. (2021), where the DSM showed excellent
agreement with experimental data for predicting flow separation on the
Ahmed body. All dependent variables were discretised using second-
order accurate discretisation schemes. For the velocity components,
the bounded central difference scheme was used, while the turbulence
quantities were discretised using the second order upwind scheme. The
bounded second-order implicit temporal scheme was used to advance
in time. All solver settings are summarised in Table 1.
3

The unsteady simulations were initialised with steady-state RANS,
followed by a 2 s unsteady solution for flushing the domain and setting
the final solver settings. Then, the simulations were run for 5 s physical
time to resolve any low-frequency fluctuations at 0.5–2Hz (St = 0.05 −
0.2). The time-averaged data presented in this work was averaged
during these 5 s, corresponding to 49 convective flow units (𝑡 ⋅ 𝑣𝑚𝑎𝑔∕𝑙),
where 𝑡 is the physical time and 𝑣𝑚𝑎𝑔 the free-stream velocity.

2.3. Mesh, time step study and experimental validation

The mesh count and the size of the time step were investigated in a
study performed at 160 km∕h in 5 deg yawed flow. The results of this
study were evaluated against available wind tunnel data to confirm
the accuracy of the simulation setup and justify the selection of a
methodology with reasonable computational cost.

2.3.1. Mesh size
Four volume meshes were created with different levels of refine-

ment, resulting in the four total cell counts seen in Table 2. The first cell
heights at the walls were kept equal for all meshes, resulting in a 𝑦+ ≈ 1
for the exterior, wheels and the underbody panels, as recommended
for the turbulence model used Menter (2018). The results in Table 2
show the deltas between a wind tunnel test of the vehicle and the
time-averaged results from the simulations. It is evident that there are
some differences between wind tunnel and CFD regardless of mesh
size, especially for the lift coefficients (𝐶𝑙𝑓 and 𝐶𝑙𝑟). These differences
are likely caused by the moving ground and blockage effects in the
wind tunnel at yawed flow versus the open-road scenario simulated in
CFD (Wickern and Beese, 2002; Ljungskog, 2019; Josefsson, 2022). All
meshes perform equally well in predicting the drag force coefficient
(𝐶𝐷) and although the lift forces were under-predicted, the balance
between the front and rear lift

(

𝐶𝑙𝑓 − 𝐶𝑙𝑟
)

was close to the experimental
data for the two finest mesh sizes. Since the balance between front and
rear lift has a large impact on driving stability (Howell and Le Good,
1999), the coarse and medium mesh sizes were considered unsuitable
and the fine mesh was selected for this study since it showed similar
accuracy as the extra fine mesh but with significantly lower computa-
tional cost. The fine mesh had 15 prism layers on the exterior. Fig. 3
includes a zoomed view of the prism layers, where a gradual growth
between the prism layers, the intermediate tetrahedral layer and the
hexahedral mesh can be observed. The top view in Fig. 3 shows three
of the refinement zones’ sizes, while cell sizes as small as 4.25mm were
used around the wheels, the spoiler and curved surfaces.
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Table 2
Setup and results for the cell count investigation of the mesh study, using wind tunnel results as reference.

Mesh size Cell count Prism layers Time step size [s] 𝛥𝐶5°
𝐷 𝛥𝐶5°

𝑙𝑓 𝛥𝐶5°
𝑙𝑟 𝛥

(

𝐶𝑙𝑓 − 𝐶𝑙𝑟
)5°

Extra fine 237 × 106 17 1.6 × 10−4 0.003 −0.028 −0.031 0.003
Fine 190 × 106 15 1.6 × 10−4 0.000 −0.025 −0.021 −0.004
Medium 144 × 106 14 1.6 × 10−4 −0.003 −0.030 −0.018 −0.013
Coarse 103 × 106 7 1.6 × 10−4 0.000 −0.029 −0.046 0.017
Table 3
Setup and results for the time step investigation of the mesh study, using wind tunnel results as reference.

Time step size [s] Normalised time step size Mesh size 𝛥𝐶5°
𝐷 𝛥𝐶5°

𝑙𝑓 𝛥𝐶5°
𝑙𝑟 𝛥

(

𝐶𝑙𝑓 − 𝐶𝑙𝑟
)5°

0.8 × 10−4 1269 Fine −0.001 −0.027 −0.026 0.000
1.6 × 10−4 635 Fine 0.000 −0.025 −0.021 −0.004
2.5 × 10−4 406 Fine 0.003 −0.026 −0.023 −0.004
5.0 × 10−4 203 Fine 0.006 −0.027 −0.024 −0.003
Fig. 3. The fine mesh showing the zone refinements around the vehicle, a zoom in of the prism layers, and the two-point correlation lines.
2.3.2. Time step size
Four time step sizes were investigated using the fine mesh, see

Table 3. Ekman et al. (2019) defined the normalised time step size as
the number of time steps needed for the freestream to travel the length
of the vehicle. They concluded that a value above 400 or higher is
preferred. In this work, the best results were seen using the two smallest
time steps, although the solution was not particularly sensitive to larger
time steps. The results in Table 3, the recommendations by Ekman et al.
(2019) and the available computational resources led to the use of a
time step size of 1.6 × 10−4 s in this study.

2.3.3. Two-point correlation
The mesh accuracy was further evaluated by analysing the mesh

quality in the wake behind the vehicle, using two-point correlation of
the longitudinal velocities along the three lines displayed in Fig. 3.
Two-point correlation has been proposed by Davidson (2009) as a
better alternative when evaluating LES resolution compared to, e.g., en-
ergy spectra and resolved turbulent kinetic energy and has been used
in previous studies (Urquhart et al., 2018; Ljungskog et al., 2020;
Törnell et al., 2021; Josefsson et al., 2022). The normalised two-point
4

Fig. 4. The two-point correlation results.

correlation (Eq. (1)) between spatial coordinates 𝑥𝐴 and 𝑥𝐵 gives a
value close to unity when the signals are highly correlated and close
to zero for uncorrelated signals. Each line in Fig. 3 has its reference
point 𝑥 (red dot) located furthest towards the vehicle. The number of
𝐴
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Fig. 5. Shielding function of SBES, showing regions of LES (purple) and RANS (green).
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)

correlated cells along a line in a separated region indicates how well
the mesh can resolve the turbulent structures. According to Davidson
(2009), at least eight cells should be correlated in LES to properly
resolve the largest eddies. As seen in Fig. 4, all lines fulfilled this
criterion.

𝐶𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚
𝑣′𝑥𝑣

′
𝑥

(

𝑥𝐴, 𝑥𝐵
)

=
𝑣′𝑥

(

𝑥𝐴
)

𝑣′𝑥
(

𝑥𝐵
)

𝑣𝑥,𝑟𝑚𝑠
(

𝑥𝐴
)

𝑣𝑥,𝑟𝑚𝑠
(

𝑥𝐵
) (1)

The high quality of the mesh was further affirmed by analysing the
switching between RANS at the wall to the LES formulation outside
the boundary layer where the grid resolution allows it. Fig. 5 shows
that most of the flow around the vehicle is resolved with the LES
formulation, while the thin boundary layers at the vehicle and ground
are modelled with RANS, as expected.

2.4. Post-processing

2.4.1. Aerodynamic coefficients
The aerodynamic coefficients were determined by normalising the

forces and moments with the density of air, 𝜌, vehicle speed, 𝑣𝑥, frontal
area, 𝐴, and wheel base, 𝐿, (for the moments). Similarly, the pressure
coefficient, 𝐶𝑝, was determined by normalising the pressure difference
to the freestream pressure, 𝑝 − 𝑝𝑠, with the dynamic pressure without
crosswind (see Eq. (2)).

𝐶force = force
1
2𝜌𝐴𝑣

2
𝑥

, 𝐶moment =
moment
1
2𝜌𝐴𝐿𝑣

2
𝑥

, 𝐶𝑝 =
𝑝 − 𝑝𝑠
1
2𝜌𝑣

2
𝑥

(2)

2.4.2. Base pressure gradients
Aspects of wake dynamics such as up- or down-wash dominated

wakes can be traced on the transient base pressures. Commonly used
quantities for wake stability are the vertical and lateral base pressure
gradient. The base pressure gradient can be constructed by moni-
toring the transient base pressures on several positions at the rear
(similar to an experimental setup), see Fig. 6, and creating a non-
dimensional vertical base pressure gradient, 𝜕𝑐𝑝

𝜕𝑧∗ , between the top and
bottom probes, see Eq. (3). Similarly, the lateral non-dimensional base
pressure gradient, 𝜕𝑐𝑝

𝜕𝑦∗ , was calculated from the difference between the
left and right side probes, Eq. (4). Where the distances 𝑧∗ and 𝑦∗ were
non-dimensionalised with the track width, 𝑊 . The top, bottom, left
and right probes were spatially averaged as in Eq. (5), where 𝑛𝑐 and
𝑛𝑟 represent the number of columns and rows, respectively, and 𝑖 is the
indexing of the probe in the row or column.

𝜕𝑐𝑝
𝜕𝑧∗

(𝑡) =
𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑝 (𝑡) − 𝑐𝑏𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑝 (𝑡)

𝛿𝑧∕𝑊
(3)

𝜕𝑐𝑝
∗ (𝑡) =

𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑓 𝑡𝑝 (𝑡) − 𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑝 (𝑡)
(4)
5

𝜕𝑦 𝛿𝑦∕𝑊
Fig. 6. Base probes used for creating vertical and lateral base pressure gradients.

𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑝 (𝑡) = 1
𝑛𝑐

𝑛𝑐
∑

𝑖=1
𝑐𝑝

(

𝑦𝑖, 𝑧𝑡𝑜𝑝, 𝑡
)

𝑐𝑏𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑝 (𝑡) = 1
𝑛𝑐

𝑛𝑐
∑

𝑖=1
𝑐𝑝

(

𝑦𝑖, 𝑧𝑏𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑚, 𝑡
)

𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑓 𝑡𝑝 (𝑡) = 1
𝑛𝑟

𝑛𝑟
∑

𝑖=1
𝑐𝑝

(

𝑦𝑙𝑒𝑓 𝑡, 𝑧𝑖, 𝑡
)

𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑝 (𝑡) = 1
𝑛𝑟

𝑛𝑟
∑

𝑖=1
𝑐𝑝

(

𝑦𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡, 𝑧𝑖, 𝑡
)

(5)

2.5. Vehicle dynamic coupling

The aerodynamic loads (forces and moments) were applied to a
vehicle dynamic model to investigate their effect on driving stabil-
ity. The loads were applied in a 1-way coupling, meaning that the
aerodynamics affected the vehicle dynamic motion response, but this
motion was not accounted for in the aerodynamic simulations. A 2-
way coupling of the lateral motion was previously proven unnecessary
for passenger vehicles when evaluating crosswind sensitivity (Brandt,
2021). Furthermore, it can be shown that the vertical vehicle motion
caused by the aerodynamic fluctuations is within 1% of the total ground
clearance for the vehicle used in this study. This means that using
a 2-way coupling would not significantly change the underbody flow
nor the results presented here. Therefore, the more cost-efficient 1-
way coupling was used. The vehicle dynamic model was based on the
framework of the enhanced model, developed for crosswind sensitivity
analysis in Brandt et al. (2021). The enhanced model included 3 degrees
of freedom (lateral, yaw and roll dynamics) and accounts for the
suspension system’s kinematic and elasto-kinematic steering effects. In
the present work, vertical (heave and pitch) and longitudinal dynamics
were added to evaluate the effects of the aerodynamic lift and drag
forces. The vertical suspension stiffness and damping were modelled for
each axle. Hence, this vehicle dynamic model had 6 degrees of freedom.

The simulation setup included a driver model that found the fixed
steering wheel angle for driving in a straight path when applying the
time-averaged aerodynamic loads for the various flow angles. The fixed
steering wheel angle was kept constant when the transient aerodynamic
loads were applied to the model. Hence, there were no steering inter-
ventions during the transient load. Although this driver model is quite
simplified, the scenario of driving at highway speeds in a straight line
implies little steering input from the driver. Therefore, it was expected
that this would be sufficient to assess the differences between roof
spoilers under constant crosswind conditions.
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Fig. 7. The influence of spoiler design and yawed flow angle on the aerodynamic coefficients, with the baseline spoiler at zero flow angle as reference. Uncertainties were estimated
based on averaging time, and the mesh and time step study.
Fig. 8. Time-averaged base pressure coefficient, 𝐶𝑃 , for the two spoilers at 0, 2.5, 5 and 7.5 deg yawed flow angle.
3. Results

The aerodynamic performance related to driving stability will be
compared for the two rear roof spoilers, in terms of time-averaged and
unsteady time-dependent quantities. An analysis of the wake dynamics
is then conducted to highlight some valuable insights on the high
speed stability performance of the spoilers. Finally, the vehicle dynamic
effects from these unsteady aerodynamic loads will be presented.

3.1. Influence of spoiler design and flow angle

The baseline and improved spoilers (Figs. 1(b) and 1(c)) were
investigated at five angles of constant yawed flow. The averaged force
and flow data obtained from the unsteady CFD simulation are presented
first, to show the overall aerodynamic characteristics of the vehicle
with its two spoilers. Then, the emphasis of this study will be put on
6

the unsteady force and flow data, investigating the base wake dynamics
and its influence on the aerodynamic loads.

3.1.1. Averaged forces, base pressures and flow fields
When evaluating the aerodynamic performance of a vehicle, the

time-averaged forces are discussed and compared primarily. The time-
averaged delta drag and rear lift coefficients, 𝐶𝐷 and 𝐶𝑙𝑟, between the
two spoilers at various yaw angles are presented in Fig. 7, with the
baseline spoiler at 0 deg yawed flow as reference. Analysing the drag
(Fig. 7(a)), shows that the improved spoiler has increased the drag at
all flow angles. However, the baseline design is more sensitive, in terms
of drag, to yawed flow. The improved spoiler decreased the rear lift
compared to the baseline at all yaw angles, see Fig. 7(b). This rear
lift offset between spoilers increases slightly for larger flow angles. The
other time-averaged forces and moments were relatively unaffected by
the geometric design change and are therefore not presented here.
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Fig. 9. The time-averaged vorticity in x-normal planes, at 5 deg yawed flow. The values are clipped where the total pressure coefficient is larger than 0.
Fig. 10. The time-averaged crossflow with velocity vectors in x-normal planes, at 5 deg yawed flow. The values are clipped where the total pressure coefficient is larger than 0.
The time-averaged base pressures in Fig. 8 reflect what was ob-
served in Fig. 7(a). A higher base pressure is seen for the baseline
(Fig. 8(a)–8(d)) compared to the improved spoiler (Fig. 8(e)–8(h)), ex-
plaining the higher drag for the latter. Its more aggressive kick creates
a larger wake with even more up-wash, reducing the base pressure
at small flow angles. When increasing the flow angle, a considerable
pressure reduction is seen on the slanted rear windscreen, going from
2.5 deg to 5 deg flow angle for the baseline spoiler (Figs. 8(b) and 8(c))
and additionally at 7.5 deg (Fig. 8(d)). The improved spoiler design
shows a relatively smaller pressure loss on the rear windscreen between
2.5 deg to 5 deg flow angle (Figs. 8(f) and 8(g)) and even higher pressure
on the rear windscreen at 7.5 deg (Fig. 8(h)) compared to the baseline
7

spoiler. Furthermore, the improved spoiler has the high pressure zone
located further towards the top of the base, indicating a more up-wash
dominated wake and thus lower rear lift.

The base pressure differences between the spoiler designs can be
further understood by analysing time-averaged flow quantities at the
base, especially near the rear windscreen. Figs. 9 and 10 show the
vorticity, 𝛺𝑥, and crossflow, 𝑉 𝑦𝑧, in x-normal planes located at 93%,
95% and 96% of the vehicle length, for the 5 deg yawed flow condition.
The planes are clipped where the total pressure is larger than 0, to
indicate the wake size. As mentioned, the more aggressive kick angle of
the improved spoiler creates a taller wake. The flow around the lower
half of the vehicles looks almost identical, as expected when comparing
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Fig. 11. Rear lift fluctuations (𝐶 ′
𝑙𝑟 = 𝐶𝑙𝑟 − 𝐶𝑙𝑟) for the two spoilers at 0, 1.25, 2.5, 5 and 7.5 deg yawed flow angle.
Fig. 12. Welch’s PSD (power spectral density) frequency response of the rear lift fluctuations (𝐶 ′
𝑙𝑟 = 𝐶𝑙𝑟 − 𝐶𝑙𝑟) for the two spoilers at 0, 1.25, 2.5, 5 and 7.5 deg yawed flow angle.

sing 2 s window size and 90% overlap.
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he two spoilers, while the flow behaviour at the upper part shows
otable differences. The baseline configuration creates a strong anti-
lockwise vortex structure (positive vorticity). The up-wash of the wake
enerate some out-flow at the mid-to-upper part of the inclined rear
indscreen while the in-flow from the windward side occur further
own on the lower part of the windscreen and on the boot lid. The
mproved spoiler weakens this structure and creates several smaller
ounter-rotating vortices. Furthermore, a clockwise vortex structure
negative vorticity) can be observed on the lower leeward side of the
ear windscreen for the baseline (Fig. 10(c)) but not as strong for the
mproved configuration (Fig. 10(f)). Both these vortex structures could
e traced on the base pressure as zones of lower pressure on the lower
uter parts of the rear windscreen in Fig. 8(c).

Fig. 10 shows the in-plane crossflow magnitude. The crossflow
agnitude is lower for the improved spoiler, especially at the windward

ide of the rear windscreen. The baseline spoiler shows noticeably
8

arger crossflow magnitudes in this region where the in-flow at the f
eginning of the bot lid can be observed along with the outflow at
he mid-to-upper part of the rear windscreen, as discussed above. The
educed crossflow, the absence of strong vortex structures and the
ore up-wash dominated wake of the improved spoiler design explain

ts higher rear windscreen base pressure seen in Fig. 8(g), compared
o the baseline in Fig. 8(c). However, these time-averaged results
ask any transient phenomena that might affect the driving stability
erformance. These effects will be discussed next.

.1.2. Unsteady forces
The rear lift fluctuations (𝐶 ′

𝑙𝑟 = 𝐶𝑙𝑟−𝐶𝑙𝑟) are presented in Fig. 11, for
the two spoilers in five yawed flow conditions. The vehicle equipped
with the baseline spoiler experienced higher amplitudes of fluctuations
close to 1Hz, compared to the improved spoiler. This is especially
evident at flow angles of 5.0 and 7.5 deg. These time-series results can
e analysed in the frequency domain, using Welch’s windowing method
or power spectral density (PSD) analysis. Fig. 12 shows the PSD of
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Fig. 13. Average shifted histograms of the base pressure gradients (vertical and lateral) for two spoiler at 5 deg yawed flow.
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he rear lift fluctuations in the frequency range of 0Hz to 4Hz, with
highlighted focus on 0.5Hz to 2Hz known as a sensitive range for

he vehicle dynamics. Note that negative PSD values can occur since
ecibel (dB) is a relative logarithmic measure. Hence, the relative
ifference between values should only be considered, not the absolute
alues. The improved spoiler has consistent frequency response levels
or all flow angles, except a higher response at 0.5Hz for the 7.5 deg
awed flow case. At 0 and 1.25 deg, the baseline spoiler had a similar
requency response, but higher amplitude fluctuations for larger flow
ngles. The largest difference happens at 5 deg flow angle, where the
mproved spoiler managed to keep the frequency response to similar
evels as for the smaller flow angles, while the baseline configuration
enerated large low-frequency fluctuations close to 1Hz. The implica-
ions of these low-frequency fluctuations will be analysed further in
ection 3.3, where vehicle dynamic effects will be discussed and related
o the real driving stability performance. The flow dynamics causing
hese fluctuations are of great interest for understanding and possibly
reventing this phenomenon. This will be discussed below.

.2. Base wake dynamics

This section presents an analysis of the base wake using the base
ressure gradient and conditional averaging of low and high lift modes
or base pressure, skin friction and flow field, for the two spoilers and
he 5 deg yawed flow angle. This angle was chosen as it displayed the
argest low-frequency differences between the two spoilers.

.2.1. Base pressure gradient
Pressure gradients on the base were calculated using Eqs. (3) and

4) in the vertical and lateral directions, respectively. These time-
ependent gradients can be plotted as probability density functions
PDF) to visualise the variance in the data and to determine if there
9

re more than one state in the wake dynamics. In Fig. 13(a), it can e
e observed that there are two peaks of higher probability compared
o the vertical base pressure value of the dashed line between the
eaks. This indicates that there exist two dominant wake flow states
or the baseline spoiler at 5 deg, which can be linked to the large
ow-frequency fluctuations discussed in Fig. 11. The states H and L
epresent wake dynamics that generate high versus low rear lift forces,
espectively. The corresponding data for the improved spoiler can be
een in Fig. 13(c). Only one flow state is observed, using this method
f analysis, and it is evident that the improved spoiler creates a higher
ertical base pressure gradient (indicating more up-wash and lower rear
ift) with less variance.

Figs. 13(b) and 13(d) shows the PDF:s of the lateral base pressure
radients. Only one state is present for both spoilers. However, the
aseline spoiler has a greater variance compared to the improved
poiler. This means that the centre of pressure also moves more laterally
sing the baseline spoiler, possibly affecting the lateral dynamics of the
ehicle.

.2.2. Conditionally averaged base pressure and skin friction modes
To analyse the wake characteristics of the two states in Fig. 13(a), a

onditional averaging approach was utilised, based on the value of the
ear lift force signal. When the rear lift was above its 75th percentile
alue, all unsteady base pressure, skin friction and flow field data were
tored and averaged in a high (H) lift mode variable and similarly for
he low (L) lift mode below the 25th percentile. The 75th and 25th
ercentiles were chosen to capture the wake modes at the high and
ow amplitudes of the low frequency fluctuations observed in Figs. 11
nd 12.

The two modes of the base pressure coefficient for the baseline
poiler can be seen in Fig. 14, which also corresponds to the vertical
ase pressure states in Fig. 13(a). The centre of pressure is located
urther down for the high rear lift mode. However, the largest differ-

nce between the two modes is observed in the pressure on the rear
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Fig. 14. Conditionally averaged base pressures for the high (H) and low (L) rear lift
modes, for the baseline spoiler at 5 deg yawed flow.

Fig. 15. Time-averaged skin friction coefficient, 𝐶𝑓 , and the difference between high
(H) and low (L) rear lift modes, for the baseline spoiler at 5 deg yawed flow. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)
10
Fig. 16. Conditionally averaged base pressures difference between the high (H) and
low (L) rear lift modes, for the two spoilers at 5 deg yawed flow.

windscreen and beginning of the boot lid, where the high lift mode
shows a local low-pressure zone on the lower windward side of the
rear windscreen. This zone is caused by the vortex structure seen in
Fig. 10(c) temporarily attaching in this location at high lift modes. The
low lift mode has a higher rear windscreen pressure, resembling the
averaged values at smaller flow angles in Fig. 8, while the high lift
mode shows considerably lower rear windscreen pressure.

To analyse flow attachment, the skin friction coefficient, 𝐶𝑓 , is
plotted in Fig. 15(a). High skin friction (green) indicates attached
flow, while nil or small (purple) indicates regions of separated flow.
As expected, there is a clear separation over the roof spoiler, and a
gradual shift from high to low skin friction around the sides of the base,
implying that there is no clear separation edge on the side radii and that
the line of separation varies in time. At the lower outer sides of the rear
windscreen, a medium level (white) of the time-averaged skin friction
is shown, agreeing with the conclusion of a detaching and re-attaching
structure. This is further highlighted in Fig. 15(b), where the difference
in skin friction coefficient, 𝛥𝐶𝑓 , between the high and low lift modes is
presented. The high rear lift mode has higher skin friction at the lower
outer parts of the rear windscreen, indicating that the attached vortex
structure was only present for this mode.

The vehicle equipped with the improved spoiler also has a fluc-
tuating rear lift force. By creating similar high and low lift modes
using the 25th and 75th percentile values, a comparison to the baseline
spoiler could be created, see Fig. 16. The general trend of a high lift
mode with lower pressure on the upper half of the base and higher
pressure on the lower half is seen for both spoilers. Nevertheless, the
pressure difference between the upper and lower half is greater for
the baseline spoiler. More noticeably, the baseline spoiler has, as seen
above, a low pressure zone on the windward side of the rear windscreen
at its high lift mode. This cannot be observed with the improved
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Fig. 17. Conditionally averaged wake velocity fields for the high (H) and low (L) rear lift modes, for the two spoilers at 5 deg yawed flow. Additionally, the time-averaged velocity
fields are included for comparison in the y-normal centreline planes. The red lines are manually positioned in the overall flow direction towards the base, to mark the wake
balance.
spoiler. The up-washed design of the improved spoiler, with higher
base pressure gradient and windscreen pressure, seems to counteract
the vortex structures forming when the flow separates past the sides
of the slanted rear windscreen, and prevents re-attachment on the rear
windscreen. A down-washed designed roof spoiler will strengthen the
vortex structure and may lead to re-attachment at the lower part of the
rear windscreen, as for the baseline spoiler.

3.2.3. Conditionally averaged flow field modes
The conditional averaging methodology was also used to analyse

the flow dynamics in the wake. Fig. 17 shows the velocity magnitude
at the centreline in 5 deg yawed flow for the two spoilers, where the
red lines are manually positioned in the overall flow direction towards
the base to qualitatively mark the wake balance. The time-averaged
velocities are presented in Figs. 17(b) and 17(e), where the improved
spoiler creates a taller and more up-washed wake. The increased wake
size aligns with the higher drag discussed in Section 3.1.1. Interestingly,
the improved spoiler’s high and low lift modes show similar up-washed
wake characteristics as its time-averaged data, indicating a relatively
stable wake. In comparison, the baseline spoiler shows a balanced wake
for its high lift mode (Fig. 17(a)) and an up-washed dominated low
lift mode (Fig. 17(c)), similar to the wake of the improved spoiler.
The vortex structures attaching at the lower outer sides of the rear
windscreen for the baseline spoiler correspond to the balanced wake
of high rear lift. The switching between balanced (mode H) and up-
wash dominated wake (mode L) does not only affect the pressure at the
base, but also the underbody and exterior flow. It is these large wake
motions that cause the large fluctuations in the aerodynamic rear lift
force discussed in Figs. 11 and 12.

3.3. Vehicle dynamic effects on low-frequency rear lift fluctuations

The unsteady aerodynamic loads were applied to the vehicle dy-
namic model described in Section 2.5. The lift forces will directly
11
influence the normal loads at the tyres and, consequently, the cor-
nering stiffness at the front and rear axles. The variations in rear
axle cornering stiffness due to the unsteady aerodynamics can be seen
in Fig. 18. Fig. 18 show the results when modelling the vehicle as
stiff, i.e. without any vertical dynamics. It is evident that the rear
lift force fluctuations are transmitted to affect the cornering stiffness
values. The baseline spoiler shows the same low-frequency fluctuations,
whereas the improved spoiler fluctuates closer to the average value.
Interestingly, when modelling the vertical dynamics of the vehicle with
the axle spring and damper stiffnesses, the high frequency fluctuations
were reduced by the spring–damper system, while the low-frequency
fluctuations increased, see Fig. 18. This, since the 1st natural frequency
of the rear suspension lies closely to the aerodynamic low-frequency
fluctuations, thus intensifying the effect. The variations in cornering
stiffness were smaller for the improved spoiler. Furthermore, its fluctu-
ations of highest amplitude were closer to 2Hz, compared with the high
amplitude fluctuations of 1Hz of the baseline spoiler configuration.

The comparison in Fig. 18 only included the two spoiler config-
urations at 𝜓 = 5 deg flow angle. The cornering stiffness variation
effect over a wide range of flow angles is presented in Fig. 19. The
variation of the data between the 25th and 75th percentiles are shown
in opaque colours, and the data between the 5th and 95th percentiles
are presented in transparent colours, for the flow angle of 0, 1.25, 2.5,
5, 7.5, 10 and 15 deg. This, to indicate the cornering stiffness variations,
in general and in maximum terms. Firstly, it can be noted that the
improved spoiler shows smaller variations for all flow angles investi-
gated, both in general and maximum terms. Furthermore, the general
variation of the improved spoiler was fairly independent on flow angle,
while the baseline spoiler generated the highest variations at 7.5 and
15 deg flow angles. Finally, a maximum variation of up to ±2% was
seen for the baseline spoiler. Naturally, a lower time-averaged rear axle
lift force would be beneficial using this ratio measure. Nevertheless,
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Fig. 19. The cornering stiffness variations for the two spoilers at 𝜓 = 0, 1.25, 2.5, 5,
.5, 10 and 15 deg. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend,
he reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 20. The neutral steering point (NSP) variations, relative CoG, for the two spoilers
at 𝜓 = 0, 1.25, 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10 and 15 deg. (For interpretation of the references to colour
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

the effect from the lower average rear lift of the improved spoiler was
approximately one order of magnitude smaller than the differences seen
in the figure. The higher fluctuation amplitudes was, thus, the primary
12

t

Fig. 21. The yaw velocity variations for the two spoilers at 𝜓 = 0, 1.25, 2.5, 5, 7.5,
0 and 15 deg. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the
eader is referred to the web version of this article.)

ause of the differences seen. The cornering stiffness at the rear axle
s presented to directly show the effects of the different aerodynamic
haracteristics of the rear lift force. However, this is not, by itself,
measure that the driver can notice. The balance between the front

nd rear axle cornering stiffness determines the vehicle’s understeering
haracteristics, which relates to the driver’s perception of the vehicle.
ne measure of understeering is the distance, 𝑙𝑠, between the centre
f gravity (CoG) and the neutral steering point (NSP). The NSP (also
yre lateral force centre) defines the position where a lateral force can be
pplied without initiating a yaw rotation. A larger distance 𝑙𝑠 translates
o more understeering. Fig. 20 shows the NSP position variations for
he same flow angles. It is evident that the vehicle equipped with the
mproved spoiler yields more understeering at high speeds. Moreover,
he baseline spoiler had an almost linearly decreasing understeering, as
he flow angle increases, while the improved spoiler understeering was
ess sensitive to changes in flow angle. This means that the understeer-
ng characteristics of the baseline spoiler vary more at every set flow
ngle, but also that significant additional variations occur in conditions
hen the relative flow angle varies, which is the typical condition on

he road.
Driving in crosswinds also generates lateral aerodynamic loads.

his, with varying neutral steering point position, results in yaw veloc-
ty variations that might be interpreted as vehicle nervousness by the
river. Fig. 21 shows the yaw velocity variations, using a fixed steering
heel angle. There was no significant difference between the spoilers,

or the general variations between the 25th and 75th percentiles.
owever, the maximum variations of the yaw velocity were higher for
he baseline spoiler at almost all investigated flow angles.
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4. Discussion

The common target on the time-averaged rear lift force is generally,
by experience, an effective measure for designing vehicles with good
driving stability performance. However, it might be that the primary
benefit from this is that this target also tends to create more up-wash
dominated and stable wakes, which reduces fluctuations of rear lift.
This reduction in fluctuations might be more important than the sec-
ondary effect of increased time-averaged normal loads at the rear axle
(which was only ≈100N higher for the improved spoiler at 160 km∕h).
Thus, when the requirements are set solely on averaged values, some
vehicle designs can demonstrate poor stability performance due to
unsteady base wake dynamics while still fulfilling the rear axle lift
requirement. This would make the classical target setting insufficient
and more effective requirements could be created by incorporating the
unsteadiness of aerodynamics.

5. Conclusions

The wake dynamic effects on straight line high speed driving stabil-
ity under yawed flow conditions have been investigated numerically for
two variants of an SUV’s roof spoiler: a baseline spoiler that was known
to induce subjective stability issues and an improved spoiler that solved
them. The numerical study was performed using unsteady aerodynamic
flow simulations, with a one-way coupling to a vehicle dynamic model,
to investigate the effects on handling. The analysis linked the unsteady
wake dynamic effects and the rear lift force fluctuations with the
handling characteristics of the vehicle.

The differences in spoiler geometry primarily affected the drag and
rear lift forces, where the lift was of greater focus in this study. The
baseline spoiler had higher base pressure at small flow angles and
a pressure distribution that indicated less up-wash compared to the
improved spoiler. The improved spoiler had lower base pressure, but
could withstand higher flow angles before a large pressure reduction
occurred on the rear windscreen, making it more robust for different
flow angles. The analysis of the unsteady forces showed low-frequency
(0.5Hz to 2Hz) rear lift fluctuations for the baseline spoiler, especially
for larger flow angles, while the improved spoiler reduced the fluctua-
tions at these frequencies. The vertical base pressure gradient indicated
bi-stable wake dynamics for the baseline spoiler design. It was further
concluded that this was coinciding with vortex structures occasionally
re-attaching on the lower sides of the rear windscreen, during low
windscreen pressure and inflow around the lower side radii of the
windscreen, creating this bi-stable wake dynamics vertically. The up-
washed design of the improved spoiler prevented this re-attachment
of vortex structures, thus creating a more stable wake and reducing
low-frequency lift fluctuations.

When coupling the aerodynamic load to the vehicle dynamic model,
it was found that the vertical dynamics of the wheel suspension en-
hanced the normal load fluctuations at 1Hz, since this lies close to
the 1st natural frequency of the rear suspension. The improved spoiler
showed smaller variations in rear axle cornering stiffness and an un-
dersteering characteristic less sensitive to variations in crosswind. This,
together with slightly higher variations in yaw velocity when driving in
crosswind conditions, led to the conclusion that these higher variations
in handling characteristics most likely explain the baseline spoiler’s
lower subjective ratings of high speed driving stability compared to the
improved spoiler.
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